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Light refraction and lenses worksheet answers sheets printable free

The image is formed on the same side as the object shown below. Draw a ray diagram that indicates the change in your way in the glass. solution: (a) if we look at a water tank, it seems to be less deep than it really is. solution: question 27: the power of a combination of two x e lenses and is 5 d. solution: question 25: an object placed at 4 cm in front
of a convergent lens produces a real image 12 cm from the lens. draws a beam diagram to show the way of this light beam after the refraction through the lens. (c) What is the nature of the lens to? is diminished, virtual and erect. question 8: Where should an object be placed in front of a convex lens to obtain its real, inverted and magnified image?
solution: the glass has a higher refractive index. solution: question 3: What is the nature of the image formed by a convex lens if the increase produced by the lens is +3? find the position, nature and size of the image. How does this magnifying formula differ for a lens of the corresponding formula for a mirror? ask 10: give three examples of materials
that refract light rays. Concave lenses are thinner in the middle. Question 8: A lightning of light that travels in the air enters obliquely into water. solution: (a) convergent; convergent (b) divergents; virtual question 8: things always look small to see through a lens. Question 6: The diamond refractive index is 2.42. if the object is placed at 19 cm of the
lens, the shaped image is slightly larger than the object. calculate the speed of light on the diamond. solution: a light beam bends when traveling from one medium to another due to the change in the speed of light. (ii) a medium pair so that the light slows when it goes from one of these means to another. Do you bend to the normal or far from it? of
the material. (b) calculate theof relative refraction for the light that goes from the glass of the crown to the sylex glass. (b) of a muskic medium more dense air. Question 2: Give the usual name for the following: a point inside a lens through which the light is inevitating. Lakhmir Singh Physical Class 10 Phagin Solutions No: 255 Question 1: Lente A
produces an increase of, 0.6 while lens B produces an increase of + 0.6. (a) What is the nature of lens A? Solution: Question 5: An object 60 cm from a lens gives a virtual image at a distance of 20 cm in front of the lens. (b) Indicate a practical use of each convex mirror, mirror, convex lens and cócava lens. Solution: New Cartesian sign convincing for
spherical lenses: (i) All distances are measured from the lens center. Therefore, the image formed is virtual, erect and magnified. Question 12: When a ray of light passes from the air to the glass, is it the refraction of refraction greater or lesser than the incidence of incidence? Lakhmir Singh Femic Class 10 Solutions Página No: 242 Question 46: A 12
cm focal lens forms an erect image three times the object size. Question 6: A lightning light traveling in the air is an incident in a glass slab on the parallel side (or rectangular glass slab). (d) An image of erect decrease? (b) A currency in a glass glass seems to increase since the glass vessel is slowly filled with water. Question 49: When an object is
placed at a distance of 36 cm from a convex lens, an image of the same size is formed as the object. Solution: Question 16: The speed of light in the water is 2.25 £ â € 108 m/s. (b) The object is placed at a distance of double the focal length, so f = 5 cm. Solution: F = +150 mm = +0.15 m is a convex lens since its focal distance is positive. Solution:
Question 10: Show drawing a ray diagram that the image of an object formed by a shell lens is virtual, erect and diminished. What of the previous two cases shows the use of convex lens as a (d) concave lens. question 14: the power of a lens is + 0.2 d. (ii) a convergent lens of focal focal point40 cm. Question 2: If a ray of light goes from a more dense
medium to a more weird medium, will it bend towards normal or far from normal? Solution: Question 19: An object is 2 m of a lens that forms an erect image a fourth (exactly) the size of the object. The parallel rays will converge to a point called focus (f). These divergent rays when they occur towards Trís seem to be at a point F (approach) on the left
side of the lens. What type of lens is and how much is your power? Question 4: What has a high refractive ãndice: water or glass? SOLUCIEN: a) Most of 2f b) to 2f c) between f and 2f d) between f and ã³ptic center question 27: Draw a diagram to show how convergent lens kept near the act of the eye act as a magnifying glass as a magnifying glass.
Question 7: If the refractive zendice for light goes from air to diamond 2.42, what will it be the refractive zendice for the light that goes from air to air? Solution: Question 18: a) State and explain the laws of refractive light with the help of a labeling diagram. b) Main axis: The main axis of a lens is a line that passes through the lens and perpendicular
center to both the faces of the lens. Question 6: Where should an object be placed to use a convex lens like a magnifying glass? Find the power and focal length of the combination. (iii) 35cm (because a decreased real image is formed when the Beyonf 2F object is placed). Solution: Lakhmir Singch Physical Class 10 Solutions Pics no: 229 Question 29:
The following table gives the refractive inesses of some media: Use this table to give an example of: (i) an average pair for the light to accelerate when It goes from one of these media to another. Solution: Question 11: Find the position and nature of the image of an object 5 cm high and 10 cm in front of a convex lens of focal length 6 cm. Solution:
(a). Question 21: Describe with the help of a diagram of nature, size and position of the formed image formed An object is placed in front of a convex objective between the focus and the optic center. SOLUCIEN: REFRACTIVE NDE = SINE OF THE INCIDENCE/SINA OF THE REFRACCIAN REFRACCI. The distance between the object and the image
is: (a) 8 cm (b) 16 cm (c) 24 cm (d) 36 cm Solution: Question 47: If an object is placed 21 cm of a convergent lens, the image formed It is slightly lower than the object. Solution: Question 27: When a ray of light passes from air to glass, what happens with its speed? This is due to the fact that the dense means will cause more refraction of the light rays.
(b) State The Nature of Lens Y. Question 7: A Ray of Light Traveling in Glass Emerges into Air. Question 17: What is the nature of a lens whose power is, â € 4 d? Question 14: How would you see a flash if you saw it through (a) a concave lens, and (b) a convex lens? Question 18: a) Explain with the help of a diagram, because the objective of the
Concave is also called a divergent lens. Question 17: Indicate whether the following declaration is true or false: reflection occurs because light decreases in dense materials. Solution: Question 20: An erect image 2.0 cm high is formed 12 cm of a lens, the object is 0.5 cm high. Solution: a ray of light traveling from glass slabs and emerges in the air.
SOLUCIEN: Question 24: What does the â € â € not incidence and the â € Â € If the water is replaced by another líquido that is mostly dense than the water, then the flexion of the flash will increase. Solution: the image will be virtual and erect, since the magnification has positive value. How much is the focal length of the lens? Mark the two points
where the light of light occurs. Solution: Question 16: a) Build ray diagrams to illustrate the formation of a virtual image using (i) a convergent lens, and (ii) a divergent lens. ,redop ,redop ed avitcerroc etnel anu odatecer ah ocid©Ãm nU :91 D. (IV) An image of the same size as the object? Solution: When an object is placed more than 2f in front of a
convex lens, the image formed is between f and 2f on the other side of the lens, it is real, inverted and more small that the object . Solution: Question 27: (a) An object 3 cm high is placed 24 cm away from a convex focal length of 8 cm. (c) What of the previous two cases illustrates the functioning of a magnifying glass? Lakhmir Singch Physics 10
Solutions Página No: 239 Question 1: Name the lens that can concentrate Sun's rays to a point and burn a hole in a piece of paper. Question 40: A ray of vertical light hits the horizontal surface of a little water: Solution: (a) These lenses have positive powers and, therefore, positive focal lengths, so they are convex lenses. Solution: The convex lens of
short focal distance causes more flexion of light rays that pass it. Solution: Question 7: Complete the following blank spaces with adequate words: (a) A convex lens ... Solution: Question 12: (a) Find the position and size of the virtual image formed when an object of 2 2 cm high is placed 20 cm from: (i) A divergent lens of focal length of 40 cm.
Question 16: What phenomenon of light makes the water look less deep than what it really is? Lakhmir Singch Physics 10 Solutions Página No: 227 Question 1: What name is given to the sine relationship of an incidence of incidence to the bosom of the refraction of refraction? Lakhmir Singh Femic Class 10 Solutions Página No: 256 Question 3: An
object is placed at a distance of 4 cm from a cáncava lens of focal length of 12 cm. Solution: (a) (b) Use of the convex mirror: as a rearview mirror in vehicles use of the cócavo mirror: as mirrors of raz ocular on the issue of the Galilean telescope 15: (a) An object is placed 10 cm from a focal distance lens of 5 cm. Solution: Question 17: How far should
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Na: 42 Noitseuq: Noitulos .thgil Fo Syar? Edis Rehto Eht no Ti Morf MC 0 TEGA NATBNE OT MCCAL XEVNOC A MORF Decalp EB TCEJBO From lens A, the image is real, inverted, magnified and formed at a great distance. Question 40: A person turned his eyes blank by an Óstico. Solution: Question 9: A Cácava lens has a focal distance of 20 cm. (b)
Draw the ray diagrams labeled to show the formation of images in cases (i) and (ii) above (the diagrams may not agree with the scale). (b) What would be the distance of the image if the distance of the object was 90 cm? This means that between 21 cm and 19 cm is 2f. SOLUCIEN: (a) Light of light that travels from the air to a methodically more
dense medium. Solution: The object must be placed at a lower distance than the focal distance. SOLUCIEN: QUESTION 11: Give the position, size and the nature of the image formed by a cócava lens when the object is placed: (a) anywhere between the ã³ptic and infinity center. (c) An inverted diminished image? Characteristics of the image formed:
the image is real. Draw the Ray-Diagram. Solution: The focal distance of a lens depends on the refraction of the glass of the glass that is made, and on the curvature of its two surfaces. Question 25: The light travels more rosely through the water that through the glass. (b) What is the nature of lens B? Solution: Convex lens The object must be with the
lens approach. Solution: Three examples of materials that will refract the rays of light are water, glass and diamond. This is because water is a mostly more dense medium than air. SOLUCIEN: In the diagram, the object is placed in front of a convex lens between the approach and the É³ptic center. In each case, I measure the distance from the image
from the lens. Question 20: Describe with the help of a ray diagram, the formation of the image of a finite object placed in front of a convex lens between Ã † â € ™ and 2ã¦â € ™ give two characteristics of the image formed. Find the le le ne odalbod ratse ecerap auga le ne osremni oidem olap nu ,©Ãuq rop euqilpxE )a( :82 atnugerP :n³ÃiculoS .lamron
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relative size of the image formed by a convex lens for the placed object: (a) to 2F1, (b) between F1 and the optical center O of the lens. The approximate focal length of the lens is: (a) 5 cm (b) 10 cm (c) 18 cm (d) 20 cm Solution : (b) 10 cm The image is slightly smaller than the object when the object is beyond 2f; and the image is slightly larger than
the object when the object between f and 2f. Solution : Reactive Index. Solution : When an object is placed at a very large distance from a divergent lens, then the image forms in the lens focus. Solution : (a) The object is placed in the focus, so f=10 cm. images. Lakhmir Singh Physics Class 10 Solutions Page No:240 Question 9: What object position
does a real image form and diminished by a convex lens? (a) What is the power of this combination? (b) Indicate if the convex lens has a real approach or a virtual approach. P = 1/f = 1/0.8 = +1.25 D. Therefore, the focal length of the lens is 20 cm. Question 19: Fill the following blank spaces with appropriate words: (a) The light that travels along a
normal is............... b) The light bends when it passes from the water to the air. (b) Where should the object be placed if the image is formed in the infinite? Solution : Since the object is placed at a distance greater than the focal length of the convex lens, so the shaped image is real and inverted. Solution : 1 cm (like the height of the object). So, -3.50
Target D has greater focal length. Solution : Question 12: What kind of lens would you use as a magnifying glass? Question 29: (a) With the help of a labelled diagram, it explains how a convex lens converges a parallel lightning beam. Question 2: A 50 cm high object is at a very large distance from a divergent lens. Solution : a) approach. Question 12:
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##########################################################################################object and image with respect to the main lens approach should be clearly shown). Question 44: Draw and complete the following diagrams to show what happens with beams of light when entering the
glass block and then leave it: Solution: Question 45: Why does a beam of light bend when it enters glass at angle? In its diagram, the object and image position with respect to the main approach should be clearly shown. Solution: The image is formed in the infinite (at a very large distance). Solution: Here, F = 15 cm and 2f = 30 cm (i) 20 cm (because
a magnified real image is formed when the object is placed between F and 2F). Question 11: Define Snell's law of refraction. Convex lenses are thicker in the middle. (d) Virtual, vertical and larger than the object? How much the lightning bends is determined by the... ... "... "... Solution: If the object is placed between F and 2F, the image will be
formed on the other side of the lens beyond 2F as shown below. Question 25: What kind of lens can be formed: (a) an inverted magnified image? What is the nature and focal distance of each lens? Question 50: (a) Draw a diagram to show how a convergent lens focuses parallel light rays. Question 4: What is the nature of the image formed by a convex
lens if the increase produced by the lens is, â€, 0.5? Solution: This is due to light refraction. P = 1/f = 1/0.15 = +6.66 D Question 22: Complete the following blank spaces with appropriate words: (a) The reciprocal of the focal distance in meters gives the ... A diagram to show how lightning bends. Solution: The change in the direction of light when it
passes from one medium to another obliquely, is called light refraction. After that, the size decreases but the image remains magnified. Question 3: Name the physical amount whose unit isQuestion 5: What is the position of the image when an object is placed at a distance of 10 cm from a10 cm focal length lens? Solution: Question 23: Determine to
which point an object must be placed in front of a convergent lens of focal length 10 cm to produce an erect (right) image of the linear magnification 4. (b) What is the length Focal of lens B? b) It is foolish to look at the sun because the convex lens focuses many solar rays in our eyes and this can give them. Question 2: What causes more flexion (or
more refraction) of the light rays that pass through it: a convex lens of long focal length or a convex lens of short focal length? Solution: Question 28: (a) Find nature, position and magnification of the images formed by a convex lens of focal length 0.20 m If the object is placed at a distance of: (i) 0.50 m (II) 0.25 M (iii) 0.15 m (b) What of the previous
cases represents the use of convex lens in a movie projector, in a cages, and as a glass lupation? b) An object is placed at a distance of 100 cm from each of the lenses prior to and calculate (i) image distance, and ii) increase, in each of the two cases. Solution: True. (c) What is the most important eye? SOLUCIEN: (a) A convex lens also known as
convergent type because a parallel ray of light rays converges through it. Solution: Question 28: Two lenses A and B have focal lengths of + 20 cm and -10 cm, respectively. Solution: Question 13: An object is placed at a distance of 100 cm from a convergent lens of focal length 40 cm. SOLUCIEN: A light ray in the parallel side glass plate. This is due
to light refraction. Characteristics of the image formed: the image is virtual and erect. SOLUCIEN: It will separate from normal. â € “An object placed underwater appears. b) The greatest power lenses bend the rays of light more rosely. SOLUTION: QUESTION 26: A convex lens of lanif lanif al erbos riced sedeup ©ÃuQ¿Â .Ãs ertne ohcertse otcatnoc
ne nacoloc es mc 01 lacof dutignol ed evacnoc etnel anu y mc 52 lacof Lightning? (c) Real, invested and larger than the object? It is very diminished, virtual and erect. The flower is placed 20 cm in front of the lens of the camera. Giving reason, whose lens has more power: A or B solution: the A lens has more power due to its shorter focal length.
Manual of Formulas for Mathematics and Class Sciences 10 Lakhmir Singh Physics Class 10 Solutions Page No: 219 Question 1: State three characteristics of the shaped image. Solution: The power of the lens is reciprocal from its focal distance in meters. Question 30: The refractive indices of four media A, B, C and D are given below: Which of these
four means is the maximum (i) and (ii) light speed (i) minimum? The angle between refracted beam and normality at the refractive point is called a refractive angle. What is the nature of (i) lens A and (ii) lens B? Lakhmir Singh Physics Class 10 Solutions Page No: 246 Question 1: Write the formula for a lens connecting the image distance (i ...), the
object distance (U) and the focal distance (æ ’). How does the lens formula of the mirror formula differ? (b) Calculate the lens focal length. Question 16: What is the nature of a lens that has a power of + 0.5 d? Question 20: What is meant by "light refraction"? If the speed of light in the vacuum is 3 ã - 108 m/s, calculate the water cooling rate. What is
the meaning of this statement regarding the speed of light? (a) When the object is placed at a distance of 10 cm from the lens, the object is within the focus. Solution: (a) real and virtual. Solution: Question 32: (a) An object is placed well outside the main focus of a convex lens. Indicate if it will bend to normal or far from normal. Solution: Question 26:
(a) A 2 cm high object is found in the main axis of a convergent lens of acraM acraM .mc 8 ed lacof Main axis, optical center, main focus and focal distance of the concave lens in the diagram. (b) virtual. (b) What is the power of the lens to and the lens b? solution: concave lens. find the position, size and nature of the formed image. (c) both the concave
lens and the convex mirror, divergen parallel rays of light coming from the infinity (parallel to the main axis) solution: 1 diopter is the power of a lens whose focal distance is 1 meter. Question 18: the optical prescription for a spectacle lens is marked + 0.5 d. (b) the beam will be doubled from the normal. solution: (a) the apparent bending of the stick
is due to the refraction of the light when it passes from the water to the air. solution: p = -2 d. question 21: the focal length of a lens is +150 mm. solution: a light beam that travels from the air to the glass block. solution: p = -1.5 d p = 1/f. solution: (a) a convex lens is a convergent lens because it converges a parallel beam of light that passes it to its
approach. (b) What is the difference between the two images formed above? solution: question 14: a convex lens produces a magnified inverted image three times of an object placed at a distance of 15 cm of it. Names the phenomenon responsible for this effect. (c) these spectacle lenses will converge the light rays because they are convex lenses. (b)
the image in a convex lens depends also on the distance of the light. 2. (b) indicate whether the concave lens has a real approach or a virtual approach. solution: question 12: calculate the focal length of a convex lens that produces a virtual image at a distance of 50 cm from an object placed at 20 cm in front of it. Like a magnifying glass. (b) What is
meant byrefractive index of a substance? (c) three convex lenses convexas#### #####################################################################################################♪ I'm gonna go ♪ ####
#################################################################### I.snel eht fo htgnel lacof etaluclaC .snel xevnoc fo htgnel lacof eht eb lliw ecnatsid sihT .tcejbo eht sa ezis emas dna detrevni ,laer si demrof egami eht ,B snel fo tnorf 2: 2: Write the relation between the angle of incidence and the angle of
refraction for a medium. Solution : E. The refraction causes an apparent shift in the position of the part of the pencil within the water. (b) What is the focal length of the lens ? Lakhmir Singh Physics Class 10 Solutions Page No:262 Question 20: A lens has a focal length of, -10 cm. Solution : (a) A converging lens focusses parallel ray of light as shown
below: (b) Place a source of light at the focus of the converging lens. Which one would you choose as a magnifying glass and why ? If the angle of refraction be 32.7Ã°Â, calculate the refractive index of glass. (b) This phenomenon is due to the refraction of light as it comes out from water into air? (a) Copy the diagram and draw the normal at the point
of entry. What is the : (a) power of this combination of lenses ? Show by completing the ray diagram. (b) 20 cm from the lens ? Question 30: (a) With the help of a diagram, show how when light falls obliquely on the side of a rectangular glass slab, the emergent ray is parallel to the incident ray. b) object. Question 42: How does the light have to enter
the glass : (a) to produce a large amount of bending ? Solution : Question 10: A small object is so placed in front of a convex lens of 5 cm focal length that a virtual image is formed at a distance of 25 cm. (c) What is the nature of camera lens ? Question 14: State any two uses of convex lenses. Since focal length is negative, it is a diverging lens.
Solution : At focus F. Question 4: A ray of light is going towards the focus of a concave lens. Give reasons for your answer. Solution : Question 22: A convex lens of focal length 6 cm is held 4 cm from a newspaper which has print 0.5 cm high. Measure the distance of the screen from the lens with a scale. Solution : The ray of light bends towards the
normal. (ii) Calculate the distance of the image from the lens by using the lens formula. Solution : #### ########################################################################################### o etnegrevid se atircserp etnel aL¿Â ?lacof dutignol us se l¡ÃuC¿Â ?etnemadamixorpa orep
etnemadip¡Ãr axevnoc etnel anu ed lacof dutignol al rartnocne edeup es om³ÃC¿Â :82 atnugerP .l©Ã ed mc 51 ed aicnatsid anu a odacoloc otejbo nu ed secev sert adacifingam aditrevni negami anu ecudorp axevnoc etnel anU .evacnoc ed etnel anu sE D 01- = )1.0-(/1 = f/1 = P m 1.0- = mc 01- = f : n³ÃiculoS .etnel anu ed redop ed dadinu al enifeD .zul
al ed n³Ãiccarfer al rartsom arap odateuqite soyar ed amargaid nu ajubiD .negami al ed azelarutan al y n³Ãicisop al artneucnE .negami al ed n³Ãicamrof al rartsom arap odateuqite soyar ed amargaid nu ajubiD .etnel al rop rasap ed s©Ãupsed noreidnetxe es soyar sol sodoT .ocitp³Ã ortneC : n³ÃiculoS ............se redop le ,setnegrevid setnel sol arap euq
sartneim .........se aicnetop al ,setnegrevnoc setnel sol araP )b( ne edim es euq ,etnel al ed .etnedicni led n³Ãiccerid al euq amsim al se zul ed oyar led lanif n³Ãiccerid aL : n³ÃiculoS .ocof us a eugell otejbo le euq atsah odnatnemua ¡Ãriuges negami al ed o±Ãamat le ,etnel al aicah eveum es otejbo le iS )i )b .mc 05 lacof dutignol ed etnegrevid etnel anu y
mc 04 y mc 02 selacof sedutignol ed setnegrevnoc setnel sod eneitnoc aram¡Ãc anu arap setnel ed n³Ãicanibmoc anU )c .zul ed oyar etse ed otelpmoc onimac le rartsom arap odateuqite soyar ed amargaid nu ajubiD .axevnoc etneL )c .savitagen omoc namot es etnedicni led zul al ed n³Ãiccerid al artnoc adidem saicnatsid saL )iii .otnemua ed aicnetop
us ¡Ãres royam ,axevnoc etnel anu ed lacof dutignol al ¡Ãres a±Ãeuqep s¡Ãm euq ay ,lacof dutignol agral anu ed ragul ne otis³Ãporp etse arap lacof n³Ãicarud atroc ed etnel anu rigele lautibah sE :apul anu omoc etnegrevnoc etneL : n³ÃiculoS ?sotcer solugn¡Ã ne latsirc le ne artne is albod es on ©Ãuq roP¿Â .)etnel al y f ertne acoloc es otejbo le
odnauc adacifingam lautriv negami anu amrof es euqroP( mc01 )ii( .auga la odanoroc latsirC )i( : n³ÃiculoS .mc 02 = f2 ,ÃsA .etneL Of the given options, 20 cm is between 21 cm and 19 cm. Solution : Converging lens. How close should the object be to the target? To make a simpleWhat is your power? Solution: two effects caused â € â € ‹By light
refraction are: ã ¢ â‚¬ - A water group seems to be less profound than it really is. (d) What is the focal distance of this lens? The prescription of the spectacular lenses to be done: left eye: + 2.50 d right eye: + 2.00 d (a) Indicate whether these lenses are thick in the middle or on the edges. (b) The lens of lower power has a greater focal distance. Then,
the stick seems to be bent as shown below. SOLUCIEN: A flax placed in water seems to be folded due to light refraction. Solution: two uses of convex lenses:- 1. (b) Cócava lens (since the image is virtual, upright and diminished). The object remains in the same position and the convergent lens forms an image. Solution: Question 5: A ray of light
traveling in water emerges in the air. F = 1/p = 1/0.2 = +5 m. Question 16: What is a lens? The image is virtual in both cases. SOLUCIEN: (a) A Cáncava lens is known as divergent lens because it diverges the parallel light rays that passes it. Solution: Short focal length lens. What is the height of the image formed? Question 15: Complete the
following blank spaces with adequate words: (a) The rays of parallel light are refracted by a convex lens to a point called ... (ii) What magnified virtual image? Solution: Question 13: The speed of light in the air is 3 £ â € 108 m/s. State three characteristics of the image formed. Clearly mark F and 2f in the diagram. (ii) d (has a high refraction zeal).
Question 5: What type of lens has a positive power and (b) a negative power? Solution: (a) 00 (b) 00 Question 41: What is the reflection of the light rays from a flat mirror of the refraction of the rays of light when it enters a glass block? Solution: Question 30: (a) Two lenses A and B have power of (i) + 2 d and (ii) ã ¢ â‚¬ - 4 d Solution: the refractive
index does not have units. (b) The focal distance of the spectacle lens? Solution: thick####
########################################################################################################################################################################################### A snel fo htgnel lacof eht si tahW )a( .redro
gnorw ni nettirw era stluser sih yletanutrofnU .ria otni retaw morf seog thgil fo yar A :9 noitseuQ .smargaid eht ni nwohs sa sraeppa ti ,eno yb eno B coming coming from infinity (parallel to the principal axis) at the focus. Solution : A ray of light travelling through water to air. Question 10: If an object is at a considerable distance (or infinity) in front
of a convex lens, where is the image formed ? (b) What is the focal length of this combination ? Solution : (a) (b) The lateral displacement is shown in the above diagram. (b) If the object is moved to a point only 3 cm away from the lens, what is the new position, height and nature of the image ? (b) What is the angle of refraction ? At what distance
should the object from the lens be placed so that it forms an image at 10 cm from the lens ? (c) Light travels through air at 300 million ms-1. f = 1/P = 1/(-2) = -0.5 m = -50 cm. Question 11: A converging lens has a focal length of 50 mm. Solution : Beyond 2F. Solution : Question 7: A concave lens has focal length 15 cm. Compare two properties of this
image with those of the image formed by the diverging lens in part (a). Question 29: (a) With the help of a labelled diagram, explain why a tank full of water appears less deep than it actually is. Hence, the image formed is real, inverted and magnified. At what distance from the lens a 5 cm tall object be placed so that it forms an image at 15 cm from
the lens ? Question 5: Refractive indices of carbon disulphide and ethyl alcohol are 1.63 and 1.36 respectively. Find (i) focal length of the lens, and (ii) size of the image. If the separation of object and image is 15 cm, find the focal length of the lens. Calculate the refractive index of water. (b) What would be the diameter of the image of the flower on
the film ? Calculate the power. (a) State which type of lens is used. So, +2.50 D lens bends light rays more quickly. Question 3: A 1 cm high object is placed at a distance of 2ÃÂ from a convex lens. Solution : (a) These lenses have negative powers and hence negative focal lengths, so they are concave lenses. Lakhmir Physical class 10 Pages no: 228
Question 3: What is the unit of refractive zende? What happens with the speed of light rays when they enter these materials? Its results were 100 cm, 24 cm, 60 cm, 30 cm and 40 cm, respectively. What will be the magnification produced in this case? (a) What is the nature of lens A and lens B? (d) What is the nature of lens B? Determine the focal
length of the lens. Solution: Question 42: An increase lens has a focal length of 100 mm. b) What is the unit of power of a lens? Find the magnification. Question 3: A lightning light that travels on a rectangular glass plate emerges in the air. Question 34: a) Explain why, a real image can be projected on a screen, but a virtual image cannot. b) How
should the light of a substance travel if it will not be refracted? Draw a scratch to illustrate the image formation. SOLUCIÓN: The unit between the incident ray and normality at the point of incidence is called the incidence. A convex lens is thick in the middle in comparison with the edges; While a Concave lens is thicker at the edges compared to the
medium. Lakhmir Singh Physics Class 10 Solutions Page No: 220 Question 13: A lightning light passes from air to a glass block. Therefore, I am the virtual image of the end or stick. Question 11: Draw the diagram given in your answer book and buy it on the path of lightning light after passing through the lens. Question 11: Naming the phenomenon
by which a pool seems less deep than what it really is. b) Positive, negative. Find the position and size of the image. Find by cycles, the position, height and nature of the image. b) Refracted. b) How to alter the previous diagram to show how convergent lens can produce a ray of parallel light rays. Solution: nu nu eneit evacnoc ed etnel anU )b ? oirdiv
o auga : resned etnemacitp³Ã se euQ )a( ? oluc¡Ãtcepse led etnel al ed )a( : azelarutan al se l¡ÃuC¿Â .evacnoc ed setneL approach. Question 23: The diagram given along with a ray of light that enters a rectangular glass block. Question 14: As light rays pass from water to glass, did they refract normal or far from normal? Solution: The lightning light
will move away from normal. (iv) 30 cm (because an image of the same size that the object is formed when the object is placed in 2f). Question 13: A divergent lens has a focal distance of 3 cm. Will it bend to normal or far from normal? (b) The focal distance of this combination of lens? Its 20 cm high image is formed on the screen placed at a distance
of 10 cm from the lens. (ii) convex lens due to a positive increase. (b) What image type is always made of a cáncava lens? Question 9: An object is at a distance of 2ã¦ â € ™ of a cácava lens of focal distance † â € ™. Draw a labeled diagram to illustrate your answer. Solution: Question 12: The speed of light in the empty and in two different vessels
occurs in the table below: (a) Calculate the absolute refraction of six glass refraction and crown glass. (c) The factors depending on lateral displace Help of a labeled ray diagram, why a flash partly immersed in water seems to be bent on the surface of the water. Question 48: An object is placed at the following distances from a convex lens of focal
length of 15 cm: (a) 35 cm (b) 30 cm (c) 20 cm (d) 10 cm whose position of the object will produce: ((( (((i) a magnified real image? ¡¡¡¡ They pass it through ã © l. An object whose size is 16 mm is placed at a certain distance from the lens to form an image at a distance of 25 cm cm ?©Ãuq roP¿Â .m 6.66- = m 66.0- = )5.0-(/1 = P/1 = f .YD ed ogral ol a
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ra±Ãesne arap sodapurga sosrucer ed eteuqap nu se eteuqap nU ?otse razilituer odeup om³ÃC¿Â ecnecil diap seT ?adicuder laer negami anu¿Â )iii .etnel al ed etnerf Draw a ray diagram to show the formation of a magnified virtual image of an object by a convex lens. Solution : (a) When the object is placed anywhere between the optical center and
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produced by the lens finds also. c) State two factors factors which depends on the lateral displacement of the emerging lightning. By calculation, determine the size and nature of the image produced. (c) Convex lens (as the image is real). Solution : f = 25 cm = 0.25 cm. Draw the beam diagrams to show the formation of the image if the lens is
converged, and (ii) diverging. Solution : P = +0.2 D. Question 33: (a) Explain what a virtual and magnified image means. Solution : Question 29: (a) What do you understand by the power of a lens? What will happen to the parallel light rays? Lightning is an incident on a glass plate at an angle of 60°. (Given: sin 60° = 0.866, and sin 32.7° = 540).
Question 25: (a) What kind of lens is shown in the diagram on the right? Names a factor in which the power of a lens depends. c) Which of the distances of the object gives the larger image? Solution : When an object is placed in the infinite in front of a convex lens, the image forms the focus on the other side of the lens. Solution : f = 0.5 m P = 1/f =
1/0.5 = +2 D. Is it the real or virtual image ? b) Name the phenomenon by which a pencil immersed in part in water and kept obliquely seems to be be bent on the surface of the water. Explain your answer with diagrams. A cardboard screen is placed behind the lens. Solution : f = 50 mm = 0.05 m P = 1/f = 1/0.05 = +20 D. The convex objective is the
convergent objective. b) What lens has a greater focal length? ii) The distances measured in the same direction as the light of the incident are taken as positive. Indicates whether the flexing of the pencil will increase or decrease if the water is replaced by another liquid that is optically dense than water. Solution : Question 19: The filament of a lamp
is 80 cm of a screen and a convergent lens forms an image of it on a screen, magnified three times. Question 23: A height object 4 cm is placed to a15 cm in front of a lens with power cam, -10 diopters. question 15: What material do you think about? ? Snel eht morf decalp eb edils eht tsum raf woh ? neppah ot noitcarfer on rof )b( .ecnedicni fo elgna
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